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The thirteenth regular meeting of the Senate Consultative Committee 
was called to order at 1:15 p.m. in the Regents Room of Morrill Hall by 
Marcia Eaton, Chair. Other members present were Orhan Arkan, Julie Bates, 
Robert Brasted, Russell Hobbie, Keith Jacobson, Douglas Pratt, Sue Pribyl, 
Paul Quie, Dennis Sargeant, W. Donald Spring, and Bruce Thorpe. Guests 
present were Carol Pazandak, Mary Jane Plunkett, Maureen Smith, and 
Vice Presidents French and Keller. 

The following documents were distributed to the members: (1) President 
Magrath's testimony of March 5 before the Judicial Administration Subcommittee 
of the House Committee on Judiciary, against a bill to end the constitutional 
autonomy of the University; (2) February 5 ACIA minutes summarizing extended 
consideration of the domed stadium issue and stating ACIA's resolution on 
the question; (3) a list of reports filed in the sec office. 

1. The agenda was left flexible because the President had been called 
to testify at noon on the autonomy issue and would be unable to join the 
meeting until approximately 2:30. 

2. The minutes of February 19 were approved as submitted. 

3. Report of the Chair. Marcia Eaton. 

A. Sexual harrassment. There is no confirmation yet from SCFA on 
their changes to the final draft of the document from their subcommittee. 

B. SCC meeting schedule. The SCC tentatively decided to move the 
March 19 meeting to April 2.* 

C. Library data taken from the Chronicle for Higher Education. 
Professor Eaton clarified the meaning of "acquisitions" as signifying net 
acquisitions. The Senate Library Committee will consider the meaning ~ 
the data. 

D. The Judicial Committee meets today to vote on changing their 
rules concerning confidentiality. 

* There will be a meeting March 19. 
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E. Old Business. 

(1) The SCC steered to SCFA about a year ago a request to consider 
extending the definition of nepotism. There has as yet been no report back. 
Dr. Keller said Academic Affairs has made some progress on the question. 

(2) SCC requested the ACIA in the fall to make its rules consistent 
with the heavy increase in athletic participation by women. It is awaiting 
word from them. 

4. Report of the Student Chair. "Sue Pribyl. 

A. Fees. MSA Forum meets later this same day to vote on recommendations 
from the MSA fees committee. She observed that the trial period for a refundable 
.Daily fee is coming to an end and ther~ has been no official resolution of the 
question. She and Professor Eaton recalled that the ACSA, the Fees Committee, 
and the Board of Student Publications had all been asked to review the policy. 
None have yet responded. 

B. Domed Stadium. Orhan Arkan reported on the 
725 students, faculty members and Williams Fund donors. 
widely mixed. Professor Eaton called members' attention 
ation of the issue. 

Student Life poll of 
The results were 
to the ACIA consider-

C. Sexual harrassment. Julie Bates expressed her dismay that 
undergraduate students who complain of sexual harrassment are not being referred 
to any grievance body because of the appearance that the University has no 
system to deal with them. She requested adding this concern to the discussion 
with the President. 

5. Claim procedures. Professor Laura Cooper (Law), Professor Charlotte 
Striebel (Math) and Kathy Olson (Measurement Services), representing the Faculty 
Advisory Committee for Women, introduced themselves and distributed a memorandum 
containing recommendations for revisions to Attorney Tierney's February 13 
draft of claim and petition procedures. 

Professor Eaton reminded the meeting that the SCC had, following its 
February 5 meeting, requested of the University Attorney more easily comprehensible 
writing in the claim procedures document and a reference to the claim hearings 
being open, consistent with the recent move to opening grievance proceedings 
generally. The February 13 draft contains no mention of open hearings. 
Professor Eaton requested and received the Consultative Committee's approval 
to remind Mr. Tierney it wants those hearings to be open. 

Professor Cooper enumerated the objections of the Faculty Advisory 
Committee for Women to the February 13 draft of the claims procedures. 

A. Roles of the claimants and of the University President. The 
committee aleges unfairness is reflected in the President's role as both 
'impartial judge' and co-respondent with other administrators named in a 
complaint. They further allege unfairness in the University Attorney's acting 
as counsel for the University when the claimant is understood not to need a 
lawyer. The committee proposes two changes: (1) that only the President be 
allowed to review the legal analysis and recommendations of the University 
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lawyer; and (2) that either respondents in internal tribunals not be privy 
to the recommendations of the University Attorney or that the claimant receive 
them as well. 

B. Shortcomings in procedures for hearings not held before the Judicial 
Committee. The advisory committee alleges the procedures do not sufficiently 
inform the claimant, describe the nature of the proceedings, nor require the 
hearing officer to support his/her decision. The committee asks that the 
procedures be completely rewritten. 

C. Burden of proof. The committee charges that the procedures do 
not apply the burden of proof required by the Consent Decree to the Judicial 
Committee's hearings. Professor Cooper said since decisions of the internal 
tribunal or the Judicial committee are appealable, the burden-of-proof required 
internally should be consistent with that of the federal district court. 

D. The committee wants a statement that hearings will be open. 

Professor Brasted asked whether any of the committee had met with 
Mr. Tierney to resolve their differences. Professor Striebel replied that the 
committee had once offered to meet with him and he had requested them to instead 
submit their requests in writing. 

Professor Hobbie noted that in the meeting the SCC initiated late last 
fall and which it expected would produce satisfactory claims procedures, the 
lawyer for the class was, it would seem, somehow prevented from stating his 
case forcefully. 

Professor Cooper said it was the University's responsibility to develop 
the claims procedures. The plaintiffs retain the option of alleging to the 
Special Master that the University does not seem to be proceeding in good 
faith. Time is running short: the internal claims and petitions on past 
grievances are required to be settled internally by approximately the end 
of spring quarter, or go to the Special Master. 

Professor Spring suggested the committee compile all their requests in 
writing and, at one of the SCC meetings scheduled with the President, confront 
the University Attorney. The SCC members need time to study the memorandum 
just received from the committee, Professor Eaton noted. 

Professor Hobbie moved that the SCC invite attorneys Tierney, May and 
Sprenger to attend the March 19 SCC meeting with the President, for an exchange 
about the claim procedures. The motion carried without dissent, but was later 
reconsidered (see 7.B. below). 

6. Committee reports. 

A. Legislative Relations. Professor Pratt reported that the district 
meetings with legislators have all been held or are presently scheduled. 
Faculty have reached key committee people. He and Professor Robinson are now 
planning other ways of meeting with legislators. 

B. Outreach. Professor Brasted awaits the results of SCEP's fact
finding effort. Professor Eaton asked if the newly approved administrative 
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post of Assistant Vice President for Outreach would soon be filled. 
said the administration would post that opening soon, but added that 
crisis makes filling new posts somewhat problematical. 

Dr. Keller 
the budget 

C. Senate Reorganization. Professor Spring stated that it is essential 
there be a quorum for the April 16 Senate meeting to pass the new constitution. 

7. Discussion with the Vice Presidents. 

Vice President French observed that the administration's presentations 
to the legislature have consumed a good deal of time. 

A. Financial. Professor Brasted asked Dr. French what he expected 
the effect would be on University of Minnesota Medical School students if 
student loans are significantly reduced. Dr. French replied that while a 
change might mean students would acquire more debt, he did not think it would 
keep any from attending. 

Bruce Thorpe asked Vice President Keller to comment on the likelihood 
of a tuition surcharge for summer session, whether his office supported it, 
and how they would justify it. 

Dr. Keller replied that he supports the added fee for summer. The need 
relates to the University's original plan to sell $5 million worth of land. 
Consultants now say the University could not realize more than between $2.5 million 
and $4 million in land sales this year. (The land was overassessed in terms 
of the current market, and the Rosemount land cannot presently be sold.) The -~ 
University has now centrally retrenched $750,000 from the Indirect Cost Recovery ~ 
Fund, and it absolutely needs the extra $350,000 a summer surcharge would bring. 
The students, he said, lose either way. They pay more with a surcharge, but the 
more the U retrenches, the less return they get for their expenditure. With 
reserves down to nearly nothing, and the University budget so tight, a 
University payment of a million dollars in debt service next year would come 
out of the hide of the whole University. 

Mr. Thorpe stated his strong disapproval on the Regents part in changing 
their vote by extending the surcharge, at the recommendation of the adminis
tration. Student attitude toward the University on this issue is a serious 
problem, he said. 

Dr. Keller replied that the essential $350,000 does not exist apart from 
a surcharge. Dr. French added that the budget executive is trying to spread 
out the hurt as much as possible. The burden does not fall only on students. 

Sue Pribyl asked where the difference will come from between realizable 
income from land sales, the new retrenchment and the surcharge on the one 
side, and the anticipated income from land sales on the other. Dr. Keller 
said that the University will carry a deficit into the next year, but that the 
deficit must be limited. The University considered selling rental housing it 
owns on Ontario Street but concluded it could not justify displacing several 
hundred students as that would do. 

Professor Hobbie reminded the meeting that faculty members have suffered . ··~ 
many adverse changes in their work conditions over several years of retrenchment. '-" 
He admitted his irritation that students refuse to admit the difficulties and 
swallow the surcharge. Dr. French cited the alternative solutions Michigan State 
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andthe University of Michigan have adopted of dropping programs and faculty. 

Orhan Arkan stated his recollection that the surcharge had been regarded 
as the least desirable of the three moves to compensate for the $14.1 million 
drop in revenues. He questioned how the least desirable means could be the 
one chosen to extend. (Other recollections of the relative tolerability 
of the stepe aken differed, Professor Spring ~entioned.) 

Dr. Keller explained the cost of borrowing. The University can only 
borrow against the value of its land. The banks' requirement that the University 
start immediately to repay the principle as well as paying interest would take 
a prohibitive chunk out of the University's budget. Looking at the surcharge 
aspect without considering the problem as a whole, he said, leads one to 
erroneous conclusions. Overall, the retrenchment has been organized in a way 
to preserve the educational program, the parts of the University that directly 
affect the students. 

Mr. Arkan asked if Summer Session makes a large profit. Dr. Keller explained 
that the presumed affluence of Summer Session is a great fallacy. Summer 
Session programs are not assessed all actual costs, but only faculty salaries, 
and those are at a lower rate than during the rest of the school year. The 
University must subsidize Summer Session because the long-standing legislative 
policy of not supporting Summer Session continues even though the reason for 
the policy is gone. Professor Pratt added that academic departments also 
pick up some Summer Session costs, such as lab costs. 

There was a brief consideration of the funds available for the rest of 
the current year. On April 15 the state will receive the final report on 
revenue projections of state income through the end of the fiscal year (June 30, 
1981). The University, however, said Dr. Keller, could not further reduce 
costs before June 30. Dr. French said a further state shortfall is anticipated, 
but it appears that educational systems will be protected from it this time. 
Professor Pratt commented that it is hard for departments to make rational 
decisions in the atmosphere of uncertainty. 

B. Consent decree claims procedures (see item 5 above). 

Vice President Keller offered a different viewpoint on the University's 
responsibility in developing claim and petition procedures under the consent 
decree. He described the SCC's providing for a meeting with an outside attorney 
as within their right, but unadvisable. He asked members to consider University 
independence and autonomy in fulfilling its obligation under the consent decree. 

Professor Hobbie summarized his reasons for making the motion. He referred 
to the earlier meeting of lawyers the sec had recommended, by which the sec 
intended to bring together both sides so t;hey could resolve some striking 
differences. Dr. Keller said it may well be appropriate for the SCC to be 
critical of the University Attorney if they perceive he has not done an adequate 
job. But today's SCC proposal would give the class attorney access to a 
University decision in an extra-legal setting. The precedent disturbed him, 
he said. 

The University and the Consultative Committee should push ahead to correct 
any flaws in the procedures, he continued, However, he said, it is not up to 
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the University to create a document to please the advisory committee. He said 
it has been well observed that the University does not do well at creating and 
operating a legal type system, but that it is successful in providing collegial 
grievance proceedings. He favors the proceedings being as open, free and fair 
as they can be made, and consistent with court rules. The University wishes 
to do its best to achieve an internal settlement. Where there is no internal 
settlement, the case will go to court. 

Professor Pratt moved to reconsider Professor Hobbie's motion. The motion 
to reconsider passed without dissent. Several SCC members expressed their 
reservations with the earlier motion. Professor Hobbie offered a substitute 
motion: That the SCC invite University Attorney Tierney to discuss the claims 
procedure document with them at its meeting with the President on March 19. 
The substitute motion carried without dissent and prevails over the motion 
at the end of section 5 (page 3). 

The meeting adjourned at 2:20 p.m. and reconvened immediately with 
President Magrath. 

Respectfully submitted, 

·~~~6.1~~ 
Meredith B. Poppele, 
Secretary 

... ' 
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Report of the Chair for meeting of March 5, 1981 

1. Sexual harrassment. SCFA has met and approved the last draft we 
looked at. They made a few changes which I think we will appreciate: 
the matter of "clear and convincing evidence" is clarified, and some 
of the "blackmailing" talk has been taken out. The matter of who may 
serve on the boards of inquiry was left unchanged. Some members of 
SCFA agreed with us on this matter, however, and other members are 
willing to go along with a change if we insist on it. I shall get the 
specific changes to you as soon as I have them. 

2. I am including a report on research library acquisitions that I 
found in a recent Chronicle. I think it's outrageous. I have asked 
Hoyt Wheeler, Chairman of the Senate Library Committee, to investigate. 

3. The Judicial Committee on March 5 will consider changes in their 
rules of procedures as they were enabled to do by the action taken at 
the Senate at its last meeting. I shall bring a copy of the changes 
to our meeting so that members may look at them. 

4. The Business and Rules Committee will hold an open forum (this 
being the year of the open fora) on A.P. representation in the Senate 
on April 2 at 3:15 in the Regents Room. 

5. Since our time for a "straight" SCC meeting is short, I have limited 
the agenda to the single item of claim procedures. Brief committee 
reports will, of course, be in order. 

6. Do we need to meet on March 19? 

Marcia Eaton 
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April 3, 1981 

Marcia M. Eaton 
Chair, Senate Consultative Committee 
382 Ford Hall 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 

Dear Dr. Eaton: 

This letter confirms an earlier telephone conversation between 
you and Jane Maddy, UMD's representative on the Equal Employment 
Opportunity for Women Committee and a Faculty Advisor. Jane expressed 
to you during that conference the Duluth Women's support of the ideas 
discussed in a March 12, 1981 letter to President Magrath and others 
from Pat Faunce, as chair of the Faculty Advisory Committee for Women. 
A copy of that letter is enclosed for your quick reference. I am 
writing as convenor of the "Rajender working group" of the Women's 
Coordinating Committee at UMD. 

Sincerely, 

('/LvL~~tzL /h. );z~c o/;~cf" 
Charlotte M. MacLeod 



March 12, 1981 

To: President C. Peter Magrath 
Vice President Nils Hasselmo 
University Attorney Joel Tierney 

. . ' 

From: The Faculty Advisory Committee For tvomen 

• 

Patricia S. Fa~ Chair, 9 Clarence Ave., Minneapolis Campus 

Re: Recommended Claim and Petition Procedures revision 

The Claim and Petition Procedures Under the Rajender Decree, draft 
dated February 13, 1981, leave many important questions unansHered and 
in some instances fail to provide fairness and due process to the claim
ants. Specifically, the proposed procedures 1) unnecessarily confuse 
the very distinct roles of "impartial judge" and "respondent to the 
charge" that are to be played by the President, the administration, and 
the University Attorney's office, 2) fail to provide useful procedures 
for the. hearings not held before the Judicial Cominittee, and 3) fail to 
apply the burden of proof and other matt~rs stipulated in the Consent 
Decree to the hearings before the Judicial Committee. Each of these 
points is considered separately below, and recommendations for changes 
in the procedures to correct the unfairnesses are delineated. 

First, it is useful to recall that the Consent Decree contains 
provisions for an Internal Tribunal hearing primarily to serve the 
purposes of the University Administration. These provisions were de
signed to allow the University to look over the grievance claim once 
more before it goes to a federal court hearing. The University adminis
tration would then have the opportunity to consider again whether to 
negotiate a settlement rather than proceed to the court. The decision 
to negotiate, or not, will depend on the legal merits of the case; ob
viously, the Administration would prefer to negotiate rather than lose 
before the Special Masters. The legal merits will be decided by the 
University Attorney and transmitted to the President, who will then 
decide whether to negotiate. The hearing before the Internal Tribunal 
basically provides more discovery for the University, since, in his 
first analysis, the University Attorney may not have had access to the 
entire argument of the plaintiff. After the Internal Tribunal makes a 
recommendation, the President again has the opportunity to review the 
merits of the case for out-of-court settlement. 

The ro1e of the President is contradictory, and reflects a basic 
unfairness. The President is at once the "impartial judge" of the find
ings of the Internal Tribunal and the Lo-respondent with the administra
tors named in the complaint. To secure some fairness in this situation, 
it is essential that the role of the President as co-respondent to the 
grievance be minimized. Likewise, it is essential that other members 
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of the central administration who might be respondents have their roles 
as "impartial judge" minimized. 

The role of the University Attorney is particularly sensitive. It 
is entirely appropriate for the University Atto:!:lley to assess the merits 
of the case as he makes his decision whether or not to attempt to settle 
the case. If, ho,..,rever, the University Attorney is to act as counsel for 
the respondent and assist in the preparation and presentation of the re
spondent's case before the Internal Tribunal, this presents a basic un
fairness to the claimant. It has always been understood that University 
grievance procedures are collegial in nature and that claimants may make 
use of them without the need for a lawyer •. This understanding is violated 
if the University Attorney acts as counsel for the respondent in these 
proceedings. 

We as faculty advisers are particularly aware of the unfairness of 
this arrangement. We are not lawyers. We cannot and will not assist 
claimants in University grievance procedures if the respondent is repre
sented by a lawyer. It is essential to us that the University be entirely 
candid on this issue. Even if the claimant also obtains a lawyer, she 
could not get one with equivalent specialized experience and expertise in 
University procedures. Bear in mind that the $6000 la'>.,ryer's fee provided 
in the Consent Decree does not cover la\.,ryer fees for the Internal Tribunal. 

We propose the following two changes: 

a. Only the President should be allowed to review the legal 
analysis and recommendations of the University la\.,ryer. 
(The nature of the recommendations is presented in 2i, 
page 2.) The other central administration officers should 
be eliminated as a recipient. The "appropriate office 
staff" listed in 2f should be named. The Vice Presidents 
of Health Sciences and of Administration and Planning in 
3 (page 3) should be eliminated. (The Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, and the Vice President for Administration 
and Planning will each be a respondent in at least one 
grievance.) This would mean that 3 (page 3) would provide 
only for the EEO officer to receive the Attorney's recom
mendations. 

b. Language should be added to stipulate that the respondents 
in the Internal Tribunals may not be privy to the Univer
sity Attorney's recommendations described in 2i (page 3). 
If the respondents in the Internal Tribunal may receive 
the University Attorney's recommendations, then fairness 
requires that the claimant also may receive these. 

The second issue is that the proposed procedures fail to provide 
useful procedures for the hearings not held before the Judicial Committee. 
Tite procedures described in paragraph 1 of 4b (page 2) fail to info1~ the 
claimant of the substance of the procedure. For example, one does not 
knm·l \oJhat evidence is appropriate, whether witnesses/ information may be 
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subpoenaed, 'mether there will be briefs submitted, whether the hearings 
will be open, how lawyers (including the University Attorney) may parti
cipate. These procedures allow the President to choose three administra
tors for the panel of potential hearing officers. The procedures do not 
even require the hearing officer to give reasons for his/her decision 
after the hearing. Therefore, the procedures for the hearings not before 
the Judicial Committee should be completely rewritten in order to accom
modate these considerations of fairness. 

The third issue is that the procedures fail to apply the burden of 
proof stipulated in the Consent Decree 'to the hearings before the Judicial 
Committee and to describe the burden of proof specified so that it can 
be understood by members of the panel. These procedures are given in 
paragraph 2 of 4b (page 3). This paragraph (just as in the first draft 

- of these proposed procedures) is not in accordance with the burden of 
proof required in the Consent Decree. This paragraph also omits the fact 
that there are several items provided in the Consent Decree which are not 
part of the Rules of Procedures of the Judicial Committee. Lastly, the 

. question of openness is again omitted, even though a large body of opinion 
and argument has been given to the Attorney in favor of open hearings. 
Therefore we submit the following substitute for the second paragraph of 
4b (page 3) as follows: 

In cases of renewal, promotion or tenure claims, the Internal 
Tribunal shall be the Judicial Committee which will conduct 
proceedings in accordance with its Rules of Procedure except 
in so far as they conflict with the terms of the Consent Decree 
in which case the terms of the Consent Decree shall control. The 
burdenof proof will be as in Title VII cases, as provided in the 
Consent Decree and described in Appendix I (attached). The In
ternal Tribunal hearings under the Consent Decree shall be open. 

The Faculty Advisory Committee for Women strongly urge you to sup
port these changes in the proposed procedures for claim and petition 
procedures under the Rajender Decree. If changes are not made we.will file 
a petition as provided in the Consent Decree charging the University with 
lack of good faith in implementing fair procedures for claims under the 
Consent Decree. 

/bb 

cc: Consultative Committee 
Equal Employment Opportunity for Homen Committee 
Richard Sykes, UHEA 
Robert Sloan, AAUP 
Judicial Committee 
Faculty Affairs Committee 
Dorothy Loeffler, Chair, Social Concerns Sub~ommittee on Equal 

Opportunity for Women 
Members, Faculty Advisory Committee for Women 
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President C. Peter Magrath 
University of r.Iinnesota 
202 I-lorH 
Ninneapolis, MN 55455 

Dear Pr.esident Hagrath: 

School of Mathematics 
127 Vincent Hall 
206 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

Narch 1, 1981 

I thank you for your letter of February 24, 1981, 
and the copies of your two PR documents. 

Of course, these pieces do not answer my questions. 
(1) You do not tell me what the University Senate 

is, and why it should have anything to do with employer-employee meet and 
confer or meet and negotiate sessions. 

( 2) In particular, who in the Uni vex·si ty Senate 
should represent the employer, who employees ? 

(3) Why and how can PELRA be applied to the 
institution of the University Senate ? 

(4) How can PELRA be used to exclude members from 
the University Senate ? 

( 5) "\'Thy and under vThat circumstances has anybody 
the right to suspend the constitution of the University Senate ? 
I always assumed that constitutional democracy is understood and practiced 
in University government. 

( 6) \'fhy is the University Charter not taken 
seriously ? 

(7) What is your criterion for the exclusion of a 
University senator from the University Senate ? 

(8) If every union-infected Senator has to be 
excluded, why are student senators not excluded if they are affiliated with 
a union? E.g., a student senator might be employed by the University as 
a janitor and hence be a member of a union in the University. 

cc: Board of ~egents 

sec 

Thank you again. 

sJW:tl::D 
Alfred AepplW 
Prof. of !'tlath. 



c. Peter Magrath 
Testirrony for Judicial Administration Subcamlittee of 

House Ccmni ttee on Judiciacy 
March 5' 1981 

Mr. Cha.irrnan and Manbers of the Judicial Administration Subcarrnittee of House 
Carmittee on Judiciacy: 

I lNOuld like to make a few introouctory ccmnents, outlining the position 

of the University of Minnesota on H .F. 34. I will then yield the podimn to 

Regents M:>ore, Unger, and Krenik so that they might present their views on this 

i.rrportant matter. 

For the record, let me note that during the 1976 and 1977 legislative sessions, 

the Board of Regents vigorously opposed proposals that were virtually the same as 

that eml:x:rlied in H.F. 34. 'Ibis opposition, as the speakers who follow me will 

attest, has not diminished. Rather, the Regents, as well as the University 

cx:mnunity in general, have the rrost serious reservations about any change in the 

constitutional status of the University. 

'!he basis of these concerns is reflected in a series of questions that 

H.F. 34 raises, but unfortunately does not answer. '!he first, and perhaps 

the rrost perplexing question is this: 

What is the specific reason for changing a constitutional pJlicy that 

has served this State and its largest University, one of our nation's great 

educational institutions, for 130 years? Put another way, what is the inrnediate 

hann that this bill is designed to correct? If passed, '1.-X)Uld this bill actually 

succeed in correcting the alleged hann? 
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I can only speculate upon the answers to these questions, for I have yet 

~ to be informed of the specific problems that the University's constitutional 

c 

status has created. I must preSI..liTe, given the general argurr.ents of its authors, 

that the bill has something to do with the fact that the University of Minnesota is 

a public institution receiving approximately 1/3 of its fiscal resources from 

the Stote. Because of this :public support, it is argued that the University should 

be subject to direct public control and governmental management. 

I do not disagree with the suggestion that the University of Minnesota be 

publicly accountable. As the record clearly shows, the University is already subject, 

in real and effective ways, to all three branches of both the State and the federal 

goverrunent for the expenditure of its public rronies. In fact, I suspect that 

the University of Minnesota is subject to rrore int.ensive State and federal reviev.r 

than any other publicly-assisted institution in Minnesota. In broad tenns, we 

are subject to legislative and executive branch scrutiny every time we seek funds 

to support our general programs, State Specials, or capital proposals. We are 

further subject to the Architects Designer Selection Statute every time we pro};Ose 

to construct a major nev.r facility. vJe are also subject to the full review processes 

of the Legislative Audit Ccmnission. And our constitutional status hardly 

protected the University from sharing in the recent $19 5 million State budget 

cutback. In fact, the <?Dvernor' s reviev.r process resulted in the University's 

being retrenched rrore than any other single State unit or agency. 

In addition to these ~eviev.r mechanisms, there are countless other ways that, 

as a unique research University, we are held to strict accountability standards. 

Every federal dollar the University receives -- and I might };Oint out that the 

University adds alrrost $100 million to the State economy each year through 
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fa:leral suprort -- is subject to e.xtemal review. Every time we seek to develop 

and fund new academic programs, we are obligated to share our prorosals with the 

Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board. And the University Hospitals alone 

are already subject to no less than 185 different federal, state, and external 

agencies, many of than relating to fiscal matters. 

In sh:::>rt, the University of Minnesota is held fiscally accountable for the 

resources it receives. If there are any questions about our expenditures, then I 

assure you, they will be aired by members of the Department of Finance, the 

(bvernor's Office, the House Appropriations Comnittee, the Senate Finance Comnittee, 

the Education Division ori Appropriations or the Finance Education Subcommittee. 

And if our answers are found to be lacking in sorre respect, then the legislative 

ccmnittee rrembers have the };X:Mer to vote against our appropriations requests. That, 

to my rnirrl, is the very strictest fonn of fiscal accountability. 

A second question raised by H.F. 34 is, "HO'v\7 does the University ~relate 

to Minnesota Statutes on other rratters?" It seems to rre that before we look at 

the rossible effects of this bill, we ought to have a full picture of the extent to 

Which the University is already subject to legal regulations. It has been rrade 

abundantly clear over the years that the University is by no means beyond the law of 

our State and nation. OUr legal status is indeed explicitly recognized in the 

Minnes::>ta Constitution and we are governed in canpliance with the State and 

Federal Constitutions, with federal laws, and \·Tith laws exercising the general 

rolice row-ers of the State of Minnesota in rratters of public health, safety I and 

welfare. Beyond these basics, hcwever, the University is subject to a wide array 

of other Minneoota Statutes, either because the University is written in or because 
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the Board of Regents has adopted policies to place the University in carpliance. 

C, 'Ihe list is a long one -- longer than most members of this carmi ttee may realize -

an1 ~ do not, to my kn<:Mledge, have a carplete, up-to-date list. When the Constitu-

tional Study Ccmnission was in operation in 1971-72, the list included sane forty 

chapters of statutes involving University canpliance. Since then, the list must have 

grown, because L~ University carplies with the privacy laws, the open ItEeting 

laws, and the Department of Finance legislation, to mention only sare of the 

recent legislation. 

It is not clear how many additional statutes v.uuld apply if this bill ~e 

passed and a constitutional amendment approved. Unless we have a very precise 

picture of the specific statutes that v.uuld apply to the University, and unless we 

Jmow this picture before a bill of this kind moves, we are going to be in the dark 

on a number of vi tal questions. 

It does seem clear that H.F. 34 raises far more questions than answers. The 

bill before us sirrply v.uuld add to the Minnesota Constitution the phrase "except 

as otherwise provided by law, " to the current section conferring upon the University 

"all the rights, irmtunities, franchises, and endowments" granted to the University. 

'!his language lends itself to many interpretations. let me list a feN questions 

that illustrate the point: 

• lbes this mean oo changes in statutes affecting the University 

until new bills are enacted in each particular case? 

• lbes this mean a general housekeeping bill has to be passed to 

make all relevant statutes applicable to the University? 

• lbes it mean that the University is to be written into Chapters 

15 arrl 16 arrl placed under the supE>..rvision of the Ccmnissioner of 

Administration? Further, v.uuld the Department even be capable of 

including the University? 
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• D:>es it rrean that the University smuld be placed rmder the same 

statutory status as the other post-secorrlary systems, and if so, 

which system should serve as the rrodel? 

Taking the last of these first, perhaps there exist sorre general assump-

tions that "the University should be treated e..xactly like all of the other systems." 

It isn't that simple. Please consider Chapter 136. For one thing, it does not treat 

the State Universities the same as the Oo.mnunity Colleges. I am not suggesting that 

they should be treated the same, but there are enough differences in Chapter 136 to 

make it inp::>ssible to simply write in "and the University of Minnesota." I 

thought I might find in the Stab.ltes a clear statement of the role and responsibilities 

of the other post-secondary ooards' and that this might provide some guidance alx>ut 

the role of the Regents if this bill p3.ssed. y'fuat I formd in M.S. 136.03 is that 

the State University Board has all the duties, pJWers, jurisdic.tion, and authority 

that it :b.ad "on and prior to April 1, 1901." The statutes on the State Cornmmity 

Colleges are not any rrore specific, since much of the language on duties and ~rs 

talks rrore alx>ut where they can locate colleges than how they can run them. 

In looking through these statutes, one firrls other interesting sections, 

especially in the light of some of the arguments arout University autonomy. 

One learns, for example, that the State University Board is not subject to the 

State Designer Selection procedures if the building project in question is a revenue

producing facility, such as a dormitory or a cafeteria. (137.37) One finds that 

the State University Board can make its CMn rules on the purchase of technical 

educational equipment and not follow the State's regular procedures. (136.24) 

One also learns that both the State University Board and the State Oomm.mity College 

Board have specific areas of "autonomy" which are not subject to the controls of 
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the Deparbnents of Administration and Finance .. I don't challenge these particular 

sections of Statute; they are probably all perfectly sensible. t·Jhat I v;ould say, 

however, is that current statutes certainly do not provide a clear-cut mo::lel 

of how the University of Minnesota might be treated, and they do lead to this 

insistent question: How v;ould the University of Minnesota specifically be 

treated under a new legal arrangerrent. 

I do not have any clear answers to these statutory issues, even though I 

view them as fonner professor of constitutional law arrl history. As lawyers 

and members of this Judiciary Corrmi ttee, mmy of you may entertain similar questions 

as to the implications of H. F. 34 • If ~ have questions al:xmt the bill, the reasons 

for its introduction, and the effects it might have, what about the general public 

who would have to vote on a Constitutional amendirent? 

The ballot language suggestErl in the bill is very carefully and strategically 

written. A quick reading of the question in the voting tooth w:::>uld probably lead 

many people to see it as uncontroversial. Although the language is certainly not 

overtly slanted, the only background information provided is that the other 

plblic institutions are subject to statutory law; it fails to mention the fact 

that the University of Minnesota is already subject to a long list of statutory 

laws. Regardless of one's point of view, though, this bill poses an issue that 

plainly cannot be describErl in the sp3.ce available on a ballot. Regardless 

of how it is written, the only way to accc:rnplish an inform::rl vote on the issue 

nrust be an extensive, state-wide campa.ign that exposes the issue to public debate. 

This is not a minor housekeeping bill to address a technicality in the 

Minnesota Constitution, and it cannot be treated this way. 
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C, Without extensive ba.ckgrourrl infonnation, it is not hard to inagine sore 

of the typical reactions when people read the ballot, and I find these reactions 

troublesane. Sare will read it and say, 11 Sure, no1:x:x:ly is supposed to be above 

the:J.aw /' but I think I have made it clear enough that the issue just isn't that 

s:i.rrple and that the University does not argue that it is or should be above the 

law. Another reaction might be -- and it bothers me greatly -- that the Uni

versity must be doing sanething wrong -- sarething for which it should be punished. 

· I do not happen to believe that the University deserves to be punished or to be 

perceived as being irresponsible and unaccountable to our State's furrlarnental 

laws and interests. Quite to the contrary, particularly in these difficult tirres, 

I believe the University of Minnesota -- one of our State's rrost valuable resources 

needs to be encouraged and supported for its excellent Y.Drk. 

'rhus, Mr. Chainnan, my general reaction to H.F. 34 is that it is neither 

necessary nor desirable. Regardless of statutory or constitutional provisions, 

the University of Minnesota is not above the law. It has, in fact, traditionally 

resporrled, and continues to resporrl, as fully and pranptly as possible, to 

all the publics to whau we are accountable. The University's constitutional 

autoilCIT\Y finally means, when all is said and done, that a unique institution has 

a safety valve. It is not a license to ignore statutes, bills, rules, and regu-

lations. 

In rrost situations, in fact, our constitutional status may be rrore 

:i.rrportant in its presence than in its application. The very presence of this 

status seems to have a cautionary effect, discouraging legislative meddling 

in the pursuit of disciplined inquiry, protecting colleges frau becaning 

arenas for political contention, and providing limited relief frau State 

C, administrative bureaucracies. 
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As one of the largest, rrost visible public institutions in the State, the 

University of Minnesota at tiires is an obvious target. Sanetimes we deserve the 

barbs; usually we don't. As a big establishrrent, we do not have the luxury 

of replying the way we 'M)Uld scmetirnes wish. I am convinced that the constitu-

tional status has sanething to do with our reactions to criticism, -v.orking in a 

way that is just the opposite of what scme might expect. Rather than firing back 

or ignoring an attack fran what may seem like a protected position, it has been 

. If!Y observation that University people tend to take the extra step in the other 

direction tcMard discussion and negotiation. Put bluntly, in order to avoid the 

kin::1 of confrontation that might cost us our constitutional status -- and hurt 

both the State and the University -- we have made concessions that we might 

otherwise not have made. 

o.rr whole structure of governance and method of doing business is currently 

based on the premise -- and the pranise -- that issues can and should be resolved 

within a carefully designed frame-v.ork of public and University policies. If 

University policies are any different fran other public policies, there ought to be 

a rationale for that difference, and we ought to stand ready to explain and 

defend our rationale. 'lb the extent that particular policies or decisions made 

urrler those policies are the issues, we believe that focusing on those 

issues is nruch rrore productive than putting through a constitutional amendment 

that may or may not solve the issue and could have side effects that cannot 

be anticipated or controlled. 

I W':)Uld like to conclude v.ri t..."l these thoughts. In the seven years I have 

been caning before the camri.ttees of this hard--v.orking legislature, I have been 

inpressed by the carrlid and productive dialogue between its members and the 

C, University of Minnesota. 'lbe lines of carnnmication -- and true, intelligent, 

accountability -- are wide open, reinforced by the significant fact that you 

directly elect t.he Regents of the University, unlike the case with any of the other 
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(_,. educational institutions. This process is ~rking, arrl it is ~rJr.ing well, and 

it has served Minnesota's interests. 'I"nere is oo reason to engineer a major 

constitutional change affecting one of our State's great and vital intellectual 

resources. I hope you know and understand my profound respect for this Legislature 

and its carmi ttees. University policies and procedures are open for your 

ccmnittee's examination. If any of them are of co:rx::ern or interest, please 

let us know. I ~d welcane opportu.ni ties to explain and review than with you 

·at your convenience. Such a course, I respectfully subnit, 't..ould be far rrore 

productive than rroving ahead on the bill before you. 



Sense of the ~·1eet i ng 
The Assembly Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics 
February 5, 1931 

Present: 

Guests: 

Vivian Barf'ield, Keith Buckley, Marion Freeman, Paul Giel, Chet Grygar, 
Nils Hasselmo, Shirley Holm, Robert Jordan, Sander Latts, James Ramstad, 
Charles Scott, Mariah Snyder, Charles Halcott, Dick ~Jilke, Gary Engstrand 

~1arie Fellbaum, Robert Geary, John Jasinski, Kathy Jones, Jeffrey Kathen, 
Kate Mathison 

The minutes of the January meeting, by Professor Krotee, were approved. 

VarsiJ~Club Sports 

The Comnittee moved to a discussion of varsity club sports. Professor Scott said 
he had received a letter from Marcia Hammond, Sports Club Coordinator, which indi
cated that six clubs expressed an interest in applying for varsity club status (a 
copy of the 1 etter is attached to these minutes). The Comrni ttee agreed that a 11 
six clubs should be given the opportunity to make a presentation to ACIA; the 
application already made by women 1 S crew, including Dr. Barfield 1 s endorsement, 
would be held in abeyance pending completion of all applications. 

Mr. Giel raised a question about the financial aspects, inquiring about the extent 
of support that would be provided by Recreational Sports. Mr. Engstrand reported 
that Recreational Sports Director Pat Mueller had expressed a willingness to con
tinue support from his office. The question of student support, through the Fees 
Committee, \'las broached because that Committee had opposed support for varsity 
clubs. 

The Domed Stadium 

Vice President Hass~lrno reviewed the present status of the University 1 s position on 
whether or not Gopher football gan1es would be moved to the Hubert H. Humphrey Stadium. 

The University and l"etropoiitan Sports Facilities Commission have been 
exchanging information for the past year, and have drafted language for 
a contract. 

The administration is gathering financial data and other information on 
the two alternativEs of staying in i·ienJorial Stadium or going downLmm. 

Student Life Studif:S is cvnduct~ng polls of students, faculty, and donors 
to the I·J i 1 1 i am s t- u n d . 

If the results of these activities prove not to be ur1favorable, the administration 
will ask the Board of Regents for pe~mission to negotiate a contract to b!·ing back 
for review; the Regents are in the process of drlibcr2ting over the ~ucstion. Vice 
President Hasselrno asked that !1Cl.i'l., 1f ~t vrish2d, mai,e a stc.ter11ent to tne Regents. 
He close:d by noting that all of us l-ike ~ierncn··idl Stadium but that v1e must face the 
hard facts and long-tenn irnrlications of staying on campus. 

Pt·ofessor Scott quoted frcu: the char•JC to i\Cii\., noting that it viJS to Lc consu17.ed en 
c1ll :nl.tjor cl<2C:isions, including the' fJciiilics of intercollegiate JU:lctics. 



Sense of the Meeting 
Page Two 
February 5, 1981 

Mr. Giel then spoke to the Committee about the question. He pointed out that he fully 
understood the emotional issue, the nostalgia, and recalled that he himself had played 
football in Memorial Stadium. He said that no one had wanted Memorial Stadium to be 
domed more than he had, and wanted the Board of Regents to approve seeking a dome, 
but understood the political necessity for "cooperative neutrality" on the part of the 
University. When it became apparent that the dome would not be on the campus, he 
said that he endorsed the Minneapolis sife, because it was only a mile from the West 
Bank campus. He pointed out the underlying assumptions favoring the move to the 
dome: an advantage in recruiting and an increase in gate receipts .. He expressed 
agreement with Vice President Hasselmo•s position that the University be given the 
authol~ity to begin negotiating with the Commission on a draft contract. 

Mr. Giel informed the Committee that he talked to the athletic director at Syracuse 
University, v;her·e they have a new domed stadium nearly identicai to the one being 
built in downtown Minneapolis. Last year was the first year they played in it. 
The athletic director at Syracuse told him that the average attendance at games doubled, 
probably as a result of those curious to see the stadium as well as those who now came 
because of the added comfort of watching the game. He said that success, of course, 
would help retain some of those people, and that comfort is a factor of particular 
importance with women spectators. The Syracuse athletic director also pointed out 
that lights help by creating a more flexible starting time as well as increased 
flexibility in scheduling opponents. Finally, he noted that their domed stadium 
helped Syracuse in getting more skilled athletes. The football coach at Syracuse 
said he expected the football team to go to a bowl game and to be ranked among ~ 
the top 1\-;enty teams. He pointed out that the quarterbacks and other skilled posi- """"" 
tions, in particular, appreciate playing in a dome. 

Mr. Giel then pointed out that if Minnesota is ever to catch up to Michigan and 
Ohio State, a move to the dome is the only thing that will help. He added that the 
conditions in the contract would have to be right. Philosophically, he said, if the 
University is prepared to underwrite the shortfalls he believes he will incur by not 
moving, he will be glad to stay in the Memorial Stadium, but it would be economic 
suicide; he also expressed doubt that the University could get the money necessary 
to renovate Memorial Stadium. 

Dick Wilke inauired whether the Metropolitan Soorts Facilities Commission ever looked 
at the needs of the University as required by the statutes creating it. Mr. Giel 
said that there had never been any consideration of the needs of Women•s Intercol
legiate Athletics, Physical Education, or Recreational Sports; the only need they 
had looked at was that of men•s football. He added that the Metropolitan Sports 
Facilities Commission doesn•t need anyone other than the Twins and the Vikings as 
tenants, because they were required under the law to make the stadium financially 
self-supporting with those two teams. 
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Sports Facilities Commission, and asked if signing a contract would preclude the 
University from returning to Memorial Stadium. Vice President Hasselmo told the 
Comnittee that one potential contract clause would include a proviso that if the 
Gopher football team were bumped as a result of scheduling conflicts, it would have 
the freedom to play the game at Memorial Stadium. Mr. Geary then added that the 
University did not ask for an option except in a situation where scheduling prevented 
a game from being played the domed stadiu'm. 

Professor Jordan then asked how costly it would be to move to the stadium and what 
resolution had been reached on the question of liquor. Vice President Hasselmo 
said the Commission had taken the position that if alcohol sales were not permitted, 
there would be a per patron assessment; Mr. Geary noted that such a provision would 
be punitive, because the University would be paying to the Metropolitan Sports 
Facilities Commiss-ion the money it would have gotten had they been able to sell 
liquor. Mr. Geary also noted that any money received as a result of University 
football games being played at the Stadium would be surplus dollars; realistically, 
they caul d survive without the University. 

Professor Jordan also asked whether or not Memorial Stadium would continue to stand 
if the football team were to move. Vice President Hasselmo said that it would remain 
standing for at least eight to ten more years, because there are 108,000 square feet, 
including the Laboratory of Physiology Hygiene (LPH), which cannot be moved until 
the new hospital is built. The stadium will continue to be used, and the question 

~ that remains is what the continuing cost to the University will be. 

Professor Freeman inquired whence the additional fans would be drawn. She asked if 
they would be students. Mr. Giel told the Committee that the department is now 
selling about 3500 s'tudent season tickets annually. The number is low, he said, be
cause of the large number of commuter students, the fact that three of the games are 
played before the students return to the campus for school, and the fact that win-lost 
records have not been that attractive. He said he would expect increased sales be
cause games could be played on Saturday night (thereby picking up students who might 
otherwise come but have to work during the day on Saturday). 

Mr. Giel also relayed some information that he had received from Russ Potts, the 
Athletic Director at Southern Methodist University. Southern Methodist moved their 
football games to Texas Stadium; the school used the seating in the stadium as a 
vehicle to increase donations fro1n donors. Their fund-raising went from $190,000 one 
year to over a million dollars the next year. He also reported that there was a 
significant increase in season ticket sales to SMU games as a result of the move. 

Professor Latts returned to the question of beer, and noted that the University has 
long served as a surrogate parent; it has never pron1oted or allowed alcohol at Uni
versity events. He noted that to do so could get the University in trouble with 
parents. Professor Jordan responded that after one year, the University would get 
over its prudishness on that question. 

Professor Scott souQht to obtain the consensus of the Co111illit tee on the issue. AC u,' s 
contribution to the University, he said, is to ensure that tlil? athletic proC)ran~s 
accord with the educational mission of the University. He in(Juired 1·1hat relationshi:J 
this role hl!d to the question of pluying footbal1 in the do1~c~d stadium dovmtm·m, and 
suguested that there v1as little, if any, relJtiow·,hip. 
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Mr. Giel recalled that the report of the Task Force on Intercollegiate Athletics 
emphasized the public relations function of the intercollegiate athletic program, 
not its academic mission. 

Professor Scott said that ACIA represented another voice and that it should pre
sent some view to help the Regents make their decision. 

Dr. Barfield expressed the opinion that the domed stadium being built is too small, 
and she •t~ished that the football team could stay at the University. If it does 
move, however, Memorial Stadium would be freed up for other use as long as the 
Gophers were not bumped or did not practice there. If it were no longer being used 
by football, she suggested that perhaps that women's soccer or field hockey could 
play there, assuming the University would continue to maintain the field. 

Mr. Giel pointed out to the Committee that getting bumped is not likely to happen 
very often; he noted that the Vikings have only been bumped once in twenty years 
from Metropolitan Stadium. We may joke about the possibility of the Twins getting 
into play-offs or the World Series, but it could happen. He also said that the 
football team would not practice in Memorial Stadium. 

Professor Freeman made a statement for consideration by the ACIA: As long as the 
new stadium is essentially on campus, close to students, and will not disorient 
academic life or the educational climate of the University, it is up to the University 
to evaluate the business factors associated with the operation of Men's Intercollegiar~ 
Athletics to make the decision. She would like to see football stay on campus, but ~ 
recognized the importance of the factors that Mr. Giel had addressed. 

Mr. Ramstad expressed agreement with Professor Freeman's sentiments. The bottom 
line, he said, is support; his experience with the legislature thus far suggests 
to him that economics are everything, and that the legislative intent was that Men's 
Intercollegiate Athletics have access to the stadium. He said he thought there was 
not a rational case for not negotiating. 

Mr. Wilke again raised the question of economics: 

l. What if the Regents renege on the question of beer sales? 
2. Can men's athletics make a profit in the domed stadium? 

Mr. Giel pointed out that the Univet·sity does not necessarily lose concession income; 
that is a point that has not yet been negotiated. There would be some additional 
game-day expenses, and ticket prices would go up, but the upshot is that there would 
not likely be a significant change in expenses. He noted, finally, that he would 
not consider playing in the domed stadium if he did not believe it would benefit the 
economic situation of the department. He personally believes that it would be 
suicide not to move; he would not be able to make a profit with average spectator 
attendance of 130,000 and firing the football coach on a routine basis. 

Professor Synder SUilportcd Professor Freeman's position, and noted that if the Univer
sity \'lere to spend severrtl million dollars n:modclin~ t·1emorial Stadium, thut \·Jas 
morrcy that could not be spent to n;eet other Jcudernic needs of the Univ,_>rsity. ..,) 
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Mr. Ramstad noted that the suggested change rested on certain speculative proposi
tions. But he wanted th~ best medical school, the best law school, and the best 
football team possible for the University. He has been with recruits, and pointed 
out that their eyes get big when they see the stadium being built; it seems to 
suggest that the town supports a winner. Declining attendance would suggest the 
opposite, and would be a disadvantage in recruiting. 

Ms. Holm also supported Professor Freeman 1 S statement, but expressed reservations 
about the access of the University to the stadium. She asked that the University 
ensure that there be guarantees of adequate practice time. She supported the idea 
of leaving the University free to negotiate, but expressed hope that the University 

. would get the best possible conditions. 

Professor Jordan asked what the length of the term of the contract would be. Vice 
President Hasselmo again pointed out that that item had not been negotiated, and 
that the draft contract clause suggested thirty years as the appropriate term. 
Mr. Geary noted that the proposal for thirty years came from the University, and, ~ore 
exactly, it came from him. He said that the University now had bargaining power 
with the Commission as long as Memorial Stadium stands; if Memorial Stadium is 
torn do1·m, the University has no bargaining pov1er whatever with the Commission; the 
Gophers would have to play football there. 

~lr. Giel told the Committee he hated to be in a mercenat·y position, alluding to the 
need to be able to recruit, and the firing of Cal Stoll, but so long as he has the 
responsibility for the bottom line, for not showing a deficit at the end of the 
year, he is obligated to argue in favor of the move. He asked the Committee what 
they \>Jould do if they were him. He admitted that many of his reason were speculation, 
but they representee! the best data and information that he could obtain. 

The Committee unanimously adopted Professor Freeman 1
S statement. 

Professor Freeman reported on the AIAW Convention, noting that the 
come before the convention was the question of restrictive rules. 
institutions to impose more restrictive rules failed by two votes, 
thirds vote was needed for the legislation to pass). 

major issue to 
The move to permit 
135 to 268 (a two-

Mr. Geary reported on the NCAA Convention, and said there were three significant 
pieces of legislation passed by the NCAA (apart from the questions related to governanc2 
and 1vomen). 

1. An academic progress rule was adopted by the NCAA; he noted that the Big 
Ten Conference already has such a rule. 

2. The NCAA voted to reduce from 80 to 70 the number of grants-in-aid per
mitted in all sports other than football and basketball. He suggested 
the University would save the cost of seven to eight full grants-in-aid. 

3. The Convention voted to restrict recruiting to certain months of the yc~r 
i:trlc to restrict off-cJr::pu:. contJcts. There \'las, he added., no l'ea 1 cconc:·_; 
achieved by the changes in recruiting. 
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Ms. Mathison amplified on the question of restrictive rules. She told the Committee 
that the AIAW saw certain rights as inhering in the institution, certain rights as 
inhering in the AIAW, and certain rights that reside with the athletes themselves. 
The AIAW Executive Board had tried to differentiate between those areas, but the 
vote ended up coming on the whole issue, not on the separate parts. She pointed out 
three other issues of importance dealt with by the 1981 Delegate Assembly: 

1. A proposal for a 11 pure 11 Division III--that is, a non-scholarship division-
was not adopted but will come back for consideration in 1982. 

2. Institutions are permitted to provide off-campus housing for visiting 
athletes if there is no available on-campus housing. 

3. The AIAW tightened its transfer rule to prohibit both aid and participation 
following a transfer except under certain specified conditions. 

Or. Barfield reported that the AIAW had adopted, by an overwhelming vote, the resolu
tion asking the NCAA to desist in its attempts to incorporate women in the governance 
and championship system. The same institutions, voting at two different conventions, 
voted in opposite directions because the NCAA voted overwhelmingly in opposition to 
the stance taken by the AIAW. She said that in her opinion the governance plan was 
tokenism, that it appended women to the NCAA, rather than integrated them, and was 
generally poor. 

Professor Scott reviewed the committee structure of ACIA and the members of each of ...J 
the committees. 

Dick Wilke raised questions about the tickets to the NCAA hockey championships in 
Duluth this spring. For information on these ticket prices, contact the Men's 
Athletic Ticket Office. 

Ms. Holm asked that members of the Committee receive agendas in advance of future 
meetings of the Committee. 

GE/tl a 


